


The fun way to go over the weekly sedra with
your children, grandchildren, Shabbat guests

VA'EIRA

Let's first identify the celebrity frogs
from last week's front page:

Top - left to right:

CJ Frog - CJ is a male frog character
who first appeared in JumpStart 2nd
Grade (computer educational game).

One of many covers of children's book,
The Frog Prince, a German folk tale,
published by the Brothers Grimm in
1812.

King Harold from Shrek - father-in-law
of Shrek. Seems to have been a frog
originally, them became a man. Then
reverted back to being the frog king.

Second row - left to right:

Michigan J. Frog is an animated cartoon
character from the Warner Bros.' Merrie

Melodies film series. First introduced in
December 1955.

Throg (a Marvel character) - The former
Simon Walterson, a college football star
whose professional career was cut short
by a knee injury, was turned into a frog
by a disgruntled witch. Named
Puddlegulp by his newfound frog friends
in Central Park (NYC), he became known
as Throg when he gained many super-
powers from Thor.

Robin the frog is Kermit's nephew. 

Below Robin is Mr. Jeremy is Beatrix
Potter's frog.

To the right, Frog from Frog and Toad, a
series of easy-reader children's books,
written and illustrated by Arnold Lobel,
during the 1970s.

Bottom - left to right - Kermit, famous
Muppets, first introduced in 1955.

Frogger from a series of video games.

Poliwrath, a Pokémon character.

The Frog on a log - rhyming children's
book.

K that leaves two Unexplaineds and
one riddle for you to solve. K

The sword is from the Haftara.

The flag is that of Palau, an island
country and microstate in the western
Pacific. Palau is comprised of 340-ish
islands and is part of The Compact of
Free Association between the United
States and Palau. Its pop. is 18,000.



Palu is one of the sons of Reuven.

And the riddle:

Born in the sedra, he and the sedra are
GMs

Pinchas is born in Va'eira. The gimatriya
of Pinchas is 208. The gimatriya of
Va'eira is 208. Pinchas and the sedra
which introduces us to him, are
gimatriya matches (GMs). By the way,
Yitzchak is also 208. So is Hagar. Real
connection there. Also from the makot
(albeit from BO) is the locust, ARBEH,
also 208. And what did HaShem do to
the Egyptian firstborns? He killed them,
HARAG, also 208.

BO
The word BO is not just the name of the
sedra, but also the number (BO = 2+1 = 3)
of MAKOT in the sedra. ¤ Furthermore,
MF adds that the letters actually tell us
which makot. BET is for B'CHOROT and
ALEF is for ARBEH. So where is
CHOSHECH, you ask? It's there by you
can't see it because it is dark. ¤ BOW (as
in bow of ribbon) ¤ BOW (as in bow and
arrow) ¤ American actress Clara Bow
who appeared in 46 silent films and 11
talkies ¤ Beau Brummel ¤ Chinese
cymbals, known as BO ¤ Monopoly card
for the B&O railroad ¤ Beau Bridges ¤
and a number of fresh BOs - you figure
them out first or I'll tell you next week ¤
ARBEH (locust) ¤ instead of using black
to represent CHOSHECH, here darkness
is shown by its contrast - and for B'nei
Yisrael there was like - a picture of the
Jerusalem light show ¤ Egyptian sword
for MAKAT B'CHOROT - the killing of

the first borns and/or the killing BY the
firstborns of others in anger over Par'o's
repeated refusal to yield to the threat
made by Moshe (in G-d's name) against
the firstborns ¤ clock reads almost
midnight. That's what Moshe said to
describe G-d's intention of Makat
B'chorot at exactly midnight.
Commentaries say that he used that
wording so that the people wouldn't
question G-d if they thought the timing
was off (like if their watches were a little
slow or fast) ¤ Lamb and goat are the
choices for Korban Pesach ¤ dog
wearing a non-barking muzzle for the
Jewish areas, not a dog barked its
tongue ¤ In Hebrew, canned goods are
called SHIMURIM, with a night scene
background, as in LEIL SHIMURIM. Note
the full Moon in the Leil Shimurim pic,
which is how the Moon is on Leil
HaSeder ¤ Yo-yo represents Par'o's
erratic behavior - get Moshe & Aharon;
get them out of my sight; bring them
back, etc. ¤ Bone for the ISUR of
breaking a bone in Korban Pesach. ¤ It is
also for the word that appears a few
times: B'ETZEM HAYOM HAZEH... ¤
windsock is for the strong easterly
wind, that brought the locust ¤ T'filin
are t'filin. Two of the four parshiyot
inside T'filin come from the end of BO ¤
the single T'fila (BAYIT) represents the
requirement that Korban Pesach be
eaten by its chabura in one house, not
two ¤ Pidyon HaBen coin - obvious ¤
goat and donkey stand for the other two
types of B'chor ¤ Axes (and the sword)
are mentioned in the haftara ¤ As is the
EGLA YEFEI-FIYA, represented as a
prize-winning calf ¤ bundle of hyssop,


